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"Pseudo Writing: About I Think It Rains" by Enoch Cheung

HONG KONG — How to describe “I Think It Rains,” a long-term exhibition and research project in a state-designated
“grade II historic site” is one thing — but how to experience it in the first place becomes a novel, exciting challenge in
rethinking the complexity of the creative process and its temporal and spatial impulses.

Stepping into Kowloon’s Cattle Depot Artist Village, an unassuming complex of aged brick warehouses that functioned
as a slaughterhouse from 1908 until 1999, feels like a sort of time slip — a pause, a crack in both time and space away
from the urbane sleekness of downtown Hong Kong (and Art Basel’s impeccably presented booths), into a state of
abandoned decay, where quirky, half-painted furniture and sculpture are strewn about outside the buildings.
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Moreover, as you step into the warehouse-like structure it begins to feel like invading the artist’s studio — and in a way
it is.

The largest exhibition space unfolds in a more-or-less conventional way with works such as Yan Chi Choi’s A Desk to a
Forever Reader featuring “drowning” books, alluding to the oppression felt by artists in 1980s China, while site-specific
installation pieces such as Fiete Stolte’s Turn, consisting of subtly stretched out neon-lit projections to create spatial
illusions, may take more time to discern.

Even Dust and Scratches, by Kong Chun, in spite of being a series of traditional ink and paper flatworks mounted on
the wall, frames voids rather than depicted objects. What’s more, being set against the rudimentary concrete slabs, they
are easy to pass by unnoticed as perhaps wall fixtures that date back to the venue’s slaughterhouse days.

Entering the second exhibition hall, despite the presence of such bold centerpiece sculptures as You and Me by Gao
Weigang, one’s attention shifts toward the wall to Pseudo Writing: About I Think It Rains, a mural that mirrors the
architectural scenery out the window using none other than the very coffee Enoch Cheung was sipping during the late
night operation — capturing thus the creative process in the most basic, spontaneous way.

The artist’s seemingly random sketches, if seen close-up, are actually “writings” as the title suggests, a string of
calligraphic Chinese characters that also decorate the walls of a fourth space. On display is Time Regained by Annie
Lai-Kuen Wan, where each and every page of the six volumes of Proust’s “In Search of Lost Time” have been painted
with mud before being baked to become black porcelain specimens of literature — fortunately documented by a video
on display.

Organized in collaboration with 1a space, an independent, non-profit contemporary visual art organization founded by a
collective of Hong Kong artists, the artwork fully engages the viewer to contemplate sociopolitical themes at large or
more intrinsic emotional responses. Pieces on display include not only those from the Burger Collection but also those
by local and international artists.

But as reflected in the exhibition’s highly nuanced title inspired by a poem by Nigerian poet Wole Soyinka, “I Think It
Rains” also leaves room to explore various realms of physicality and symbolicity, formed by the space itself and the
spatial designs/interactions between the artwork and the viewer.

“The exhibition looks at how artists have developed succinct ways to question the relationships between history and
histories, cognitive patterns and social behavior in the present and impulses for the future,” said curator Daniel
Kurjakovic.

Click next to read about what Monique Burger has to say about the project and its visions.
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The Cattle Depot

can be described

as a somewhat

crude cross

between 1970s

New York SoHo,

when the artists

had just started

moving in, and the

Tate Modern, as

an unlikely venue

reappropriated to

host several art

and cultural

organizations and

local artists — albeit being government-initiated

and approved, the clandestine enclave offers a

venue for creative movements that had already been happening underground.

“Various art movements occurred to push against society or against the government took place here, but underground, and now it really comes up to

the surface,” said Monique Burger of the Burger Collection, who settled in Hong Kong eight years ago from Switzerland in search of not only

collecting work but presenting visions and a platform for artistic dialogue and, most importantly, cataloguing the process.

“Hong Kong is really an amazing city and there is so much happening here, but nobody really looked;

the other day we had people come from the Hong Kong [art scene] and they have never been to Cattle

Depot. This existed before we came [since 2001], and we just looked. It’s so much more interesting to

be engaged with the local artists.”

The questions Burger is concerned with are “Do we bridge this gap [between the established ‘higher’

institutions of art such as auction houses] with the local artists?” and “Do we give these artists a voice,

not only for the region here but also internationally?”

Burger Collection artwork is stored in Switzerland as the Hong Kong region lacks archival and

preservation infrastructure — an issue Burger is looking to tackle by not only presenting exhibitions

but also developing long-term visions.

“You can collect art, but it is difficult to store it here. But this is moving forward with the [Art Basel]

fair, with auctions, and with the arrival of more collectors... Exhibitions were documented but some of the works were actually destroyed because there

was simply nowhere to store them.”

The current exhibition runs through June 30 and performances will be held through 10pm on May 24.

The Burger Collection project will continue at the Cattle Depot through the next three years with various exhibitions, workshops, performances, and

more.
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